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Geometric Methods for Quantum Field TheoryWorld Scientific Publishing, 2001
Both mathematics and mathematical physics have many active areas of research where the interplay between geometry and quantum field theory has proved extremely fruitful. Duality, gauge field theory, geometric quantization, Seiberg-Witten theory, spectral properties and families of Dirac operators, and the geometry of loop groups offer some striking...
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Mathematics for 3D Game Programming and Computer Graphics, Third EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	This updated third edition illustrates the mathematical concepts that a game developer needs to develop 3D computer graphics and game engines at the professional level. It starts at a fairly basic level in areas such as vector geometry and linear algebra, and then progresses to more advanced topics in 3D programming such as illumination and...
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Complete Maya Programming, Vol. II: An In-Depth Guide to 3D Fundamentals, Geometry, and ModelingMorgan Kaufmann, 2005
David Gould's acclaimed first book, Complete Maya Programming: An Extensive Guide to MEL and the C++ API, provides artists and programmers with a deep understanding of the way Maya works and how it can be enhanced and customized through programming. In his new book David offers a gentle, intuitive introduction to the core ideas of...
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Algebraic Models in Geometry (Oxford Graduate Texts in Mathematics)Oxford University Press, 2008
Rational homotopy is a very powerful tool for differential topology and geometry.  This text aims to provide graduates and researchers with the tools necessary for the use of rational homotopy in geometry.  Algebraic Models in Geometry has been written for topologists who are drawn to geometrical problems amenable to topological methods and also...
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Towards Dynamic Randomized Algorithms in Computational Geometry (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 1993

	Computational geometry concerns itself with designing and analyzing algorithms for solving geometric problems. The field has reached a high level of sophistication, and very complicated algorithms have been designed. However, it is also useful to develop more practical algorithms, so long as they are based on rigorous methods. One such method...
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Learning Perl/Tk: Graphical User Interfaces with Perl (O'Reilly Nutshell)O'Reilly, 1999
By combining the rough-and-ready Perl language with the graphical user interface (GUI) capabilities of the Tk toolkit, Perl/Tk makes it easy to write event-based GUI applications quickly--once you know what you're doing. Learning Perl/Tk shows you how to build GUIs with everyone's favorite public-domain programming language. This book...
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The Geometry of Information RetrievalCambridge University Press, 2004
"This is a very interesting book, which appears to provide a solid foundation for future research...van Rijsbergen's explanations are well written and logical. In addition, there are many pointers to other sources of relevant information.  This book would be of particular interest to those conducting IR, Artificial Intelligence or Cognitive...
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Handbook of Numerical Analysis : Special Volume: Foundations of Computational MathematicsElsevier Limited, 2003
A long time ago, when younger and rasher mathematicians, we both momentarily harboured the ambition that one day, older and wiser, we might write a multivolume treatise titled “On the Mathematical Foundations of Numerical Analysis”. And then it dawned that such a creation already exists: it is called ‘a mathematics library’....
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Linear Algebra and GeometrySpringer, 2012

	This book is the result of a series of lectures on linear algebra and the geometry of multidimensional spaces given in the 1950s through 1970s by Igor R. Shafarevich at the Faculty of Mechanics and Mathematics of Moscow State University.


	Notes for some of these lectures were preserved in the faculty library, and these were used...
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An Invitation to 3-D Vision: From Images to Geometric Models (Interdisciplinary Applied Mathematics)Springer, 2010


	This book is intended to give students at the advanced undergraduate or introductory

	graduate level, and researchers in computer vision, robotics and computer

	graphics, a self-contained introduction to the geometry of three-dimensional (3-

	D) vision. This is the study of the reconstruction of 3-D models of objects from

	a...
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ArcPy and ArcGIS: Geospatial Analysis with PythonPackt Publishing, 2015

	Use the ArcPy module to automate the analysis and mapping of geospatial data in ArcGIS


	About This Book

	
		Perform GIS analysis faster by automating tasks, such as selecting data or buffering data, by accessing GIS tools using scripting
	
		Access the spatial data contained within shapefiles and...
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Algebraic Geometry and Geometric Modeling (Mathematics and Visualization)Springer, 2006
Algebraic Geometry and Geometric Modeling are two distinct domains of research, with few interactions up to now, though closely linked. On the one hand, Algebraic Geometry has developed an impressive theory targeting the understanding of geometric objects defined algebraically. On the other hand, Geometric Modeling is using every day, in practical...
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